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A Moving Extended Cell Concept for
Seamless Communication in 60 GHz Radio-over-Fiber Networks

Nikos Pleros, Member, IEEE, Kostas Tsagkaris, Member, IEEE, and Nikolaos D. Tselikas, Member, IEEE

Abstract—We demonstrate a Moving Extended Cell concept
that provides seamless communication with high end-user mobil-
ity in broadband 60 GHz Radio-over-Fiber networks. Mathemat-
ical and simulation-based performance analysis are presented,
showing that this technique can guarantee seamless connectivity
irrespective of the overlapping area between adjacent cells
providing zero packet loss and call dropping probability values
for up to 40m/sec mobile speeds.

Index Terms—Moving extended cell, radio-over-fiber network,
60 GHz wireless network, seamless communication, indoor net-
works, outdoor vehicle networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

RADIO-over-Fiber (RoF) networks have been introduced
as a promising communication paradigm for delivering

broadband wireless services at 60 GHz relying on the syn-
ergy between fixed optical and mobile millimeter-waveband
technologies [1],[2]. However, this network perspective has to
overcome innate limitations in order to ensure a seamless mo-
bile communication environment. The strong air-propagation
losses of the 60 GHz signals restrict cell radii to a few tens of
meters resulting inevitably to picocellular configurations with
small overlapping areas between neighboring cells [2]-[5].
This limits the time window being available for successfully
completing a handover process, allowing only for low-speed
mobile users without losing connection. This time window is
further reduced when indoor applications are targeted, since
the additional attenuation at 60 GHz induced by walls and
furniture leads to radio cells that are typically confined within
a single room, and to directional and even narrower overlap
areas formed only around doors and windows [3]-[4]. The
enhanced seamless communication constraints become even
more pronounced in the case of the so called corner effect
phenomena, where a sharp turn of the mobile user exiting
a room can cause sudden loss of the line-of-sight with its
Remote Antenna Unit (RAU), impeding the completion or
even the initiation of a handover [3],[4].

So far, virtual cellular structures have been the mainstream
approach for counteracting frequent loss-of-connection in pic-
ocellular architectures [6]. However, seamless communication
in 60 GHz RoF networks has been only recently addressed [2]-
[5] utilizing Dynamic Capacity Allocation (DCA) mechanisms
both in the physical and network layers. Physical layer DCA
has been presented employing wavelength routing approaches
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Fig. 1. The Moving Extended Cell concept.

[2], whereas indoor [3],[4] and outdoor [5] RoF seamless
environments have relied on static Extended Cell and Virtual
Cellular Zones, respectively.

In this article, we demonstrate a novel concept for seamless
communication with high end-user mobility in broadband
60 GHz Radio-over-Fiber network architectures. Our scheme
relies on a DCA mechanism for reconfiguring the Extended
Cells (EC) so as to form user-centric Moving Extended Cell
(MEC) structures that follow the user’s mobility pattern. Thus,
the end-user is always surrounded by a certain number of
grouped cells transmitting concurrently the user-specific data.
Performance analysis of the proposed architecture reveals zero
packet loss and call dropping probabilities for user velocities
up to 40 m/sec irrespective of the overlapping region between
neighboring cells, indicating that it can effectively mitigate
corner-effect phenomena [3] in indoor environments, whilst it
can also support high user mobility in vehicle 60 GHz RoF
systems.

II. CONCEPT AND THEORY

The MEC concept is schematically represented in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1(a) depicts a Mobile Terminal (MT) in a picocellular net-
work configuration with each cell corresponding to a specific
RAU. The gray area indicates the group of cells forming an EC
and transmitting the same user-specific data content over the
same carrier frequency. As shown in Fig. 1(a), the EC involves
the MT’s cell and the six surrounding cells. When the MT
enters a new cell, the EC is adaptively restructured exploiting
the new cell’s beacon signal as the triggering mechanism,
so that the MT will continue to be surrounded by cells that
transmit the same data content. This is clearly illustrated in
Fig. 1(b), where the MT has left cell #4 entering cell #7. The
initial EC is reconfigured so that cell #7 becomes the new
central cell releasing at the same time the capacity of cells #1,
#2 and #3. To this end, the EC is continuously formed around
the MT’s current location preparing seamless communication
conditions for all possible subsequent movements. Given that
the data emission frequency is the same in every single cell
within the 7-cell EC, this frequency is used by the MT for the
whole call duration.
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Fig. 2. The RoF network configuration used in the performance analysis.

Fig. 2 shows the network configuration considered for
the mathematical formulation of MEC. 300 picocells formed
by respective RAUs are placed on a straight line and are
connected to the Central Office (CO) via optical fibers that
are assumed to have the same length L. This assumption is
valid when concentrating on every single MT transition since
the cell radius R is only a few tens of meters, whilst L is
in the km-range and as such R << L. The axial length of
the overlapping region between adjacent cells is denoted as
x2, whereas x1 stands for the difference R− x2. The beacon
signals are emitted periodically at time intervals of Tb and are
considered synchronized among all RAUs taking advantage of
the common control management enabled by the CO. The MT
can move with a constant velocity V along the line formed by
the cell centers and lies initially at the center of RAU#1 cell,
implying an initial EC that includes RAU#1 and RAU#2 cells.
Assuming that RAUs start to send beacon signals at t = 0
and that the MT enters the overlapping area between RAU#1
and RAU#2 cells at the moment t1, RAU#2 will emit its next
beacon frame at the moment th given by th = �(t1/Tb)+1�·Tb

, with the brackets denoting truncation to the lowest integer
number. The MT will receive this beacon signal only if it
is still in the RAU#2 cell at the moment th. In this case,
it will respond via an ACK signal to RAU#2 announcing its
presence and initiating the EC reconfiguration process. Thus, a
new EC consisting of RAU#2 and RAU#3 cells will be formed
preventing MT from losing connection when entering RAU#3.
As such, a call drop upon leaving RAU#2 cell will occur only
if the MT has transit RAU#2 cell before th, implying that it
will have crossed a total distance of more than 2R in a time
interval of th − t1. This results to a call drop velocity cut-off
condition given by the relationship:

V = 2R/(th − t1) (1)

Packet loss will equal zero during the MT’s transition from
RAU#1 to RAU#2 cell, since both cells transmit the same data
content as parts of the same, initial EC. Non-zero packet loss
will be experienced only during the transition from RAU#2
to RAU#3 cell and only in the case of leaving RAU#2 cell
prior to the completion of the EC reconfiguration process,
i.e. before RAU#3 starts data emission. This occurs when the
time Δt#2 required by the MT for crossing the RAU#2 cell
boundaries after receiving the RAU#2 beacon frame is smaller
than the total time Ttotal needed for the completion of the EC
reconfiguration procedure. Δt#2 is provided by

Δt#2 =
(2R + x1) − V · th

V
(2)

, whereas the respective expression for Ttotal is

Ttotal = Δtupdate +
L

c/n
(3)

In (3), Δtupdate corresponds to the propagation delay of the
ACK signal sent by the MT after receiving the beacon frame,
in order to travel through RAU#2 and inform the CO about the
EC reconfiguration request. As such, Δtupdate includes both
the propagation delay of the wireless link (2x1 +x2)−V · th
between the MT and RAU#2 as well as the time required for
traveling through the respective fiber length L between RAU#2
and the CO. Taking into account that the signal travels at the
speed of light c in the wireless link and at a speed equal to c/n
in the fiber, with n being the fiber refractive index, Δtupdate

equals:

Δtupdate = | (2x1 + x2) − V · th
c

| + L

c/n
(4)

The quantity L
c/n involved in (4) corresponds to the time

required by the data packets routed by the CO to the new
RAU#3 for propagating through the respective fiber link.

Packet loss will be zero as long as Ttotal < Δt#2, since
RAU#3 will start the data packet transmission while MT is
still in the RAU#2 cell. In the case of Ttotal > Δt#2, packets
corresponding to a total time Tloss will be lost, with the Tloss

value depending on the propagation delay between the CO
and RAU#2 and also on whether the CO becomes updated
before or after the user’s exit from RAU#2 cell. If the MT
loses connection to RAU#2 prior to the CO update, the packets
situated on the path between the CO and the MT when exiting
RAU#2 cell as well as the subsequent packets that will cross
the CO before its update will never reach the MT. The packets
located between CO and the MT when exiting RAU#2 cell
extend across both the fiber link L and the wireless link
R, corresponding to a total duration of L

c/n + R
c . The next

packets that will cross the CO before its update correspond to
a time interval of Δtupdate − Δt#2 and will be again routed
to RAU#2. This results to a Tloss expression of:

Tloss =
L

c/n
+

R

c
+(Δtupdate−Δt#2), if Δtupdate > Δt#2

(5)
However, in case the CO becomes updated before the

MT’s exit, data packets will have already started being routed
towards RAU#3 upon exiting RAU#2 cell. As such, packets
succeeding the CO update and corresponding to a duration of
Δt#2−Δtupdate will be received by the MT through RAU#3.
These packets will be also involved in the packet sequence
situated on the path that connects the CO and the MT through
RAU#3, resulting in:

Tloss =
L

c/n
+

R

c
−(Δt#2−Δtupdate), if Δtupdate < Δt#2

(6)
Taking into account that packets are transmitted at a packet

rate r = S/B with B and S denoting their bit rate and
packet size, respectively, then the total packet loss in number
of packets is obtained as:

packetloss = Tloss · r (7)

This relation is valid in case the MT has completed its
last packet reception process when exiting RAU#2 cell. If
the MT is within a reception process whilst crossing the cell
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Fig. 3. (a) Average call dropping probability per MT transition vs user
velocity, and (b) average packet loss in number of packets vs optical fiber
link length for different bit-rates and MT velocities.

boundaries, then the last data packet will not be successfully
received resulting in:

packetloss = Tloss · r + 1 (8)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Performance analysis has been carried out by C++ simula-
tions relying on the RoF network configuration of Fig.2. The
signal and network parameter values used in the simulations
are: R = 20m, Tb = 1sec and a continuous data flow traffic
profile with data packet size of 210 bytes. Average packet
loss and call dropping probability values have been calculated
as the average values of a set of more than 100 independent
simulations. In order to avoid any correlation, the moments
that the RAUs start sending beacons, the MT starts moving
and the data traffic starts being sent, are randomly chosen
within the interval [0.0, 1.0]secs.

Fig. 3(a) illustrates the average call dropping probability per
MT transition as a function of the MT’s velocity for different
values of x2 within the range [1m, 5.35m] or, equivalently,
for different ratios ρ of the total area covered per RAU
to the maximum RAU coverage area that correspond to a
radius R′ = x1 + (x2/2) and R, respectively. The value
x2 = 5.35m corresponds to the overlapping area among
the circumscribed circles of hexagonal-type cells given by
x2 = (2−√

3) ·R. Call dropping probability remains zero for
the complete velocity range below 40 m/sec. This is a result of
dynamically rearranging the user-centric EC and establishing a
new user connection in all possible next destination cells upon
entering a new cell area. In this way, the time interval being
available for initiating the EC reconfiguration equals the new
cell’s transit time being independent of the actual overlapping

area x2 between adjacent cells, yielding enhanced flexibility
in network planning and seamless conditions even for vehicle
speeds. Moreover, the x2 insensitivity indicates that MEC can
effectively mitigate indoor corner-effect phenomena relaxing
line-of-sight requirements at 60 GHz [3]. Beyond 40 m/sec,
call drops are gradually increasing reaching values greater than
20% only for speeds exceeding 50 m/sec.

Fig. 3(b) depicts the mean packet loss per MT transition
obtained for fiber link lengths L = 1, 2, 10, 30km and packet
bit rates B = 100, 144, 200Mb/s. Packet loss equals zero
irrespective of B and L values as long as the MT moves with
a velocity lower than 40m/sec. Beyond 40m/sec, the average
packet loss depends on MT’s velocity and is almost linearly
related to L and B when comparing MT motions of the same
velocity. However, average packet loss remains very low in all
possible combinations of L, B and V and is almost always
less than 0.3, reaching its 0.9 upper limit only in the case
of V = 40m/sec, L = 30km and B = 200Mb/s. These
low values are obtained due to the msec scale of Tloss, as
dictated by (5) and (6). Within this short time, the MT moves
only a few centimeters away, implying that it has to be located
very close to the cell boundaries upon MEC initiation in order
to experience packet losses. To this end, packet loss incidence
possibilities are severely limited having their maximum at V =
40m/sec. This corresponds to a propagation distance of 2R
within a beacon period and, subsequently, to the MT’s intra-
cell positioning pattern with the highest repetition frequency.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a novel Moving Extended Cell con-
cept for seamless communication in 60 GHz broadband RoF
networks. This technique relieves user mobility from inter-
cell overlapping area size sensitivity and provides zero call
dropping probability and zero packet loss up to 40m/sec. MEC
can be effectively employed in indoor applications mitigating
corner effect phenomena, whilst it can be also adopted in
outdoor vehicle communication systems where high mobility
is required, like in highways and in trains.
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